The Cobalt Sport Package brings an additional high energy touch to the already-athletic 10 Series models. With bold interior color accents, color matched gauges at the dash, and a special edition water sports tower, your new 200S, 220S, CS22, CS23 or CS23 Surf will step-up and stand-out.

Start with an available Cobalt hull-side color, then select from three interior accent colors – Knock-out Red, Pacific Blue or Sunburst. This accent color will determine the matching exterior boot stripe and Sof-Trac marine mat details. For the interior upholstery base color, choose the richness of Tahoe Grey or the vibrant Arctic White.

The special edition tower folds down with the help of balanced gas-assist cylinders and features a redesigned bimini top support that is surprisingly simple to set up. Additional package options include board racks and your choice of canvas color.

Be sure to check with your area Cobalt dealer for all the details on the 10 Series Sport Package.
Interior Colors
- The Sport interior accent colors – Knockout Red, Pacific Blue, or Sunburst.
- The base interior vinyl colors – Arctic White or Tahoe Grey.
- The accent piping color will be Tahoe Grey when Arctic White base is selected, or Arctic White when Tahoe Grey base is selected.
- Dash and glove box will be covered in black Dolce’ material with color matched stitching (Knockout Red, Pacific Blue, or Sunburst).

Exterior Colors
- Boot Stripe Color – Knockout Red, Pacific Blue, or Sunburst.
- The swim platform extensions (CS22, CS23) are color matched to the boot stripe.
- Hull Side color – Any current Cobalt color.

Sport Tower
- The special edition Sport Tower is only available on models with the Sport Package.
- Tower color – White or Black.
- Canvas color for bimini – Current Cobalt canvas colors except Sunburst.
- Board racks are optional with Sport Package on non-surf Cobalt models. If Triton racks are selected, they will be color matched to the tower.

Other Features
- Sport Package gauges are color matched to the interior accent color.
- New “SPORT” Cobalt emblem included on transom.
- Marine Mat is standard in the cockpit in a grey base color with accent color matching the interior vinyl accent (Knockout Red, Pacific Blue, or Sunburst).